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I. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic caused everyone to behave beyond normal limits as usual. One of the behaviors that can change is deciding the decision to choose a college. The problem that occurs in private universities during covid 19 is the decrease in the number of prospective students who come to campus to get information or register directly to choose the department they want. In addition, worries are also complained to parents when their child intends to go to college or even come directly to the desired campus. Surely this is such a problem for colleges and parents.

The decision to determine which college best suits the needs and abilities of a prospective student is difficult. This will be a confusing taste while parents, friends and advertisements from the college are many dreaming of a prospective student (Setyowati, 2019). So that makes the candidate will consider well in deciding which college he will choose in achieving his dream so that the future life will be better (Amron, 2018).

A consumer's decision will continue to change over time. Where the demands and expectations reached by consumers should be responded wisely to stakeholders (Azhari, 2017) (Hidayat, 2017). So forced for private universities that want to remain in the scope of a healthy company will make improvement efforts (Suwendra, 2014). Therefore, a strong committee, especially the foundation and management, is required to meet all the demands and needs that prospective new students need. In essence, universities are not business land, but do not lose or be unable to make payments for operational activities as well as the development of support facilities (Susanto, 2019).

This research was conducted at one of the private universities in Medan, namely at Polytechnic Unggul LP3M. Currently, it can be said that the number of students applying is down drastically when compared to last year. Various efforts have also been made, especially for marketing to bring in or get prospective new students. However, the Covid 19 pandemic caused all efforts not to be as maximal as expected. As a form of business that is done by telemarketing to the prospective student.
Marketing promotion strategies that use communication and personal technology are trained to take a stand in planned targeting activities in targeted consumer groups (Budiarto, 2011). The development of marketing communication that changes very rapidly through advertising is not the only or the most important thing in establishing brand equity and driving sales, but can also be a mean which increases equity and drive sales through a mix of marketing communication (Amin and Priansah, 2019). There needs to be an effort to campaign for self-help college activities in the community to get to know more about the advantages that have compared to other private universities (Stankevich, 2017). If this telemarketing program continues to be encouraged consistently then this will provide additional information that is required by prospective students (Yılmaz & Bhatti, 2017).

This telemarketing activity is not separated from the data base of prospective students. To get that data, colleges generally go down or come straight to school by handing out questionnaire questionnaires. Then in addition to the data of visits to the school the data base of prospective students is also obtained through social media to prospective students who ask on the social media status page Of Politeknik Unggul LP3M. Basically a good telemarketing program will be able to improve the decision to choose a lecture (Liana & Suryawardani, 2018). So it is hoped that telemarketing program can help increase the number of students (Begam, 2020).

Private universities that have competent human resources will also assist in increasing the number (Shihab, 2019). Notoatmodjo (2003) in Sulasmi (2020) stated that human resource development is an effort to develop the quality or ability of human resources through the process of planning education, training and management of personnel or employees to achieve an optimal result. Face-to-face interactions with one or more prospective buyers with the aim of making presentations, answering questions, and procuring orders (Keller, 2012). Front office staff who are able to communicate and respond to all the information needed by prospective students are urgently needed by management. Therefore, training is required for the front office to be directly involved in the field of admissions of new students. Good personal selling ability will help especially prospective students in getting the various sources of information needed. So this will further increase confidence in the choice in determining which campus to choose (Fadli, 2020).

The image of the college has an importance in making the confidence level of a prospective student to choose a college (Norazah, 2018). The brand's ability to meet customers' psychological or social needs. Thus, individual factor related to customer behavior can be described as a strength remarking the customers as individuals which might influence the customer value (Kusumadewi (2019). Brand image can be formed directly (through consumer experience and its contact with products, brands, target market, or usage situation) and indirectly (through advertising and gethot tular communication) (Tjiptono, 2012). Every college will certainly continue to improve in building the image of the campus to the wider community. The main goal is to increase the value of confidence in prospective students (Fanani, 2018). In addition, the positive image of the college will also add to the feeling of pride to be part of the college (Zhang, 2015).

This research is very important to be done to provide a foundation for the management of LP3M Superior Polytechnic in determining the direction and policy measures to increase the number of new students. Furthermore, the results of this study can also provide hope for efforts to improve through medium and future telemarketing programs. Then the improvement of sales force or personal selling and the image of the campus should also be in line with the improvement of the existing telemarketing program. This aims that what has been promoted out will be the same as those on campus. So that will reduce the conflicts that occur in the future.
II. Review of Literature

2.1 Decision to Choose

Every prospective student is also like a consumer who will maximize his income to get high satisfaction scores. The knowledge and experience that has been directed in analyzing the various alternative options of the college is in the brain. This is done so that the selected college will be able to answer its needs and desires (Danang Sunyoto, 2013). The efforts of universities in understanding the need for information or satisfaction values are expected to continue. This goal is certainly in line with what prospective students need in ensuring their choice (Tatik Suryani, 2013).

Almost every day a consumer will get various advertisements or information about further education programs (Sumarwan, 2011). Any incoming ads or information will be selected on the consumer's memory. At any given moment consumers will try to remember the ads or information that is important in the alternative selection process they are facing. Once an alternative is evaluated, consumers are ready to make a purchase decision. Sometimes buying intentions do not result in actual purchases (Ali Hasan, 2013).

2.2 Telemarketing

Many service companies today choose telemarketing programs in increasing sales volume. Telemarketing was chosen by the company because it is considered efficient and able to increase the company's revenue (Begam, 2020). So at this time of year where the tendency of each company will be to conduct a live search and ask what kind of product or service it wants. In practice this telemarketing can be distinguished over telemarketing into or known as inbound telemarketing. In this program a consumer who asks the company directly about the products or services offered. Consumers get contact person, website or even catalog that is intentionally promoted by the company. Furthermore telemarketing comes out or is known as outbound telemarketing. The difference with the previous program is that the company is more eager to find no consumers and try to offer its products (Keller, 2012). The results of research conducted by (Amerta, 2017) (Hufron, 2018) (Fata, 2019) suggest that telemarketing programs are very helpful for companies in improving a consumer's purchasing decisions.

2.3 Personal Selling

Personal selling can be interpreted as the company's efforts directly to consumers through sales people with the aim of offering products and services as well as providing harmonious relationships (Keller, 2012). The ability of a sales person to effect prospective new students is very important to have (Chandra, 2016). As a sales person who is required to learn about the products he sells (Nilamsari, 2018). Jaman as a sales person is also expected to be an ambassador or representative of the company in building partnership relationships with alumni students (Lupiyoadi, 2013). So personal selling is one of the strong origins why a consumer wants to choose a college to buy (Nasib, 2019). Previous research has stated that personal often with good communication skills will encourage prospective students to decide to choose the college (Sangen, 2019) (Yudhiartika & Haryanto, 2012) (Natalia, 2018).

2.4 University Image

The reputation of the college often gets attention for prospective students as well as parents (Nasib dan Ratih Amelia, 2018). Consumers certainly have many alternative choices from the many product advertisements it receives (Norazah, 2018). A brand with a good label among the wider community will have a positive impact on the encouragement in consumers
to make purchases (Jorie, 2015) (Atmaja, 2016). So efforts to maintain the brand to be good wajid are carried out by the company to keep its excesses compared to its competitors (Khuzaini, 2016). Furthermore, the success of the company in maintaining its brand will be a clear identity against the value of differentiating with other brands (Ali Hasan, 2013). Surely this is a benefit for the company so that the brand of products produced is easily recognized by the broad community (Danang Sunyoto, 2013). Previous research has further emphasized that products with a good brand image will be difficult to match with newcomer brands (Foster, 2016) (Roring, 2018)(Roring, 2018) (Nurul Huda, 2020).

2.5 Theoretical Frame of Mind

In providing research direction to clarify the problem, the theoretical frame of mind in this study can be described the following:
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### III. Research Methods

Researchers chose a quantitative research model. Where in this model it is expected to be able to see the extent of the contribution of its influence telemarketing, personal selling and the image of the college in improving or even lowering the decision of a prospective student to choose a college. Furthermore, the population and sample are colon students where in this case there are students who have just graduated from high school in Medan. Sample withdrawal technique using snowball sampling. So the sample was 237 students who were interested in attending college. To obtain research data, the data collection method uses google forms that are shared directly to 237 through the respondent's WhatsApp contacts.

### IV. Result and Discussion

4.1 Contents of Results and Discussions

The data processing results can be shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence</th>
<th>t_count</th>
<th>F_count</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1-Y</td>
<td>1.610</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>Insignificant positives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2-Y</td>
<td>4.980</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>Insignificant positives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3-Y</td>
<td>17.285</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Positive and significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1X2X3-Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>187,907</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Positive and significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 The Influence of Telemarketing on College Decisions

Telemarketing in this study shows a positive but insignificant contribution in improving a prospective student's college decision. Telemarketing conducted during the Covid 19 pandemic conducted by the marketing team is not very effective to influence prospective students in applying. The results of this study are in line with previous research conducted by (Liana & Suryawardani, 2018) (Nuralam, 2018) (Begam, 2020) which stated telema rking is able to increase purchasing decisions although not significantly. The implications of the findings that researchers get that in the condition of covid 19 pandemic, prospective students are still very much facing the results of the announcement of The Joint Selection of State College Admission (SBMPTN). So when the marketing team follow up to the prospective student the answer is all on average waiting for the results of SBMPTN. In addition there is no certainty that when they do not graduate at a public college they will have to attend a private college.

4.3 The Effect of Personal Selling on College Decisions

The results showed that personal selling has a positive influence in improving a prospective student's college decisions. The results of this study are in line with the results of previous research conducted by (Ridwanuddin, 2017) (Widaningsih, 2019) (Candraningrum, 2020) which stated that personal selling has a refresher in improving the sentness of lectures. Based on the findings that researchers get that in covid conditions like this the average prospective student is not too affected by personal selling owned by private universities. Prospective students do not see the figure of the lecturer. They prefer to delay not continuing college in the future.

4.4 The Influence of Higher Education Image on College Decisions

Based on the results of the study obtained that the image of the college has a positive and significant influence on college decisions. These results support previous research conducted by (Fadli, 2020) (Fanani, 2018) (Apriliani, 2019) which states that the image of universities is able to improve college decisions. There are implications for the findings that researchers found that campuses with negative brands such as indicated sales of diplomas, college processes that are considered easy to graduate and promised to get full scholarships do not get a good response especially for prospective fresh students. This is evident with many private colleges offering cheap tuition with good quality. So for stakeholders to maintain a good brand must be done to avoid the perception of prospective students in choosing a college.

V. Conclusion

The implications of the findings in this study suggest that all variable telemarketing, personal selling and college imagery have a positive influence in improving the college decisions of prospective freshman. However, the variable image of the college has the most contribution in encouraging prospective freshman to determine which campus to choose.
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